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1. Introduction1

Ever since the seminal contribution of Eaton and Gersovitz (1981), there has been2

a folk intuition in the sovereign debt and default literature that market sentiments3

can have real effects. The intuition is as follows: When investors expect the sovereign4

to default they demand a high spread, which makes repayment costly and raises the5

default frequency; on the other hand, when lenders do not expect a default they6

demand a low spread, which reduces the burden of repayment and with it the default7

frequency.8

Most often these self-fulfilling dynamics have been modeled as a relatively short-9

run phenomenon. One common form is a liquidity crisis or a failed auction (Cole10

and Kehoe [1996] or Rodrik and Velasco [1999]), in which the country is unable to11

roll over a large fraction of short-term debt since investors anticipate default; another12

is an inefficient auction (Calvo [1988], Beetsma [1996], Corsetti and Dedola [2013],13

or Farhi and Maggiori [2016]), wherein the government could issue less debt but14

generate more revenue since the percentage increase in the price would be greater15

than the percentage decrease in the quantity.16

I show that this intuition holds with long-run expectations as well when the debt17

is long term. The impact of sentiments is not restricted to a particular quarter or18

auction. This is because pessimistic predictions regarding long-run outcomes, such as19

future indebtedness or propensity to repay, can become self-fulfilling by influencing20

behavior today.21

Here is a simple example to illustrate this: Consider a country that operates in22

long-maturity debt markets. Suppose that its foreign investors suddenly believed,23

for no fundamental reason, that this country would fare poorly over the long-term.24
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In particular, they believed that this country would become saddled with high debt25

levels and more inclined to default on foreign obligations. Because the debt is of26

long-maturity, these investors would price in this expected risk and long-maturity27

debt prices would fall. These negative beliefs can become self-fulfilling if the country28

is sufficiently unwilling to delever in response to this drop in prices. If instead he29

borrows more to avoid a painful fiscal consolidation, then he will enter the future30

with a greater debt burden. The additional cost of servicing this greater debt burden31

will make him more likely to default, thus justifying lenders’ initial spontaneous fears.32

In this paper I document the presence and analyze the properties of stationary33

Markov equilibria1 that exhibit dynamics such as these in a quantitative model of34

long-term sovereign debt. I begin by assuming deterministic beliefs and exploring35

conditions under which the intuition outlined above gives rise to a multiplicity of36

Markov equilibria. In one of these equilibria, the sovereign is typically more indebted37

and defaults more often than in the other.38

The translation from greater indebtedness and default risk to lower prices follows39

mechanically from competitive pricing of the debt. The non-trivial hurdle in sustain-40

ing self-fulfilling dynamics is ensuring that the sovereign would not undergo significant41

fiscal consolidation and delever in response to these lower prices. I find that a large42

degree of curvature in the flow utility function typically suffices to generate this re-43

sponse. In this case, the marginal disutility associated with consolidation is much44

greater than the marginal cost of increased additional future debt service and default45

frequency. Thus, the sovereign levers up in response to negative expectations, which46

justifies them.47

1A Markov equilibrium is history-independent and can thus be expressed recursively.
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The presence of equilibrium multiplicity alone does not suggest that belief fluc-48

tuations generate additional volatility in prices our quantities, only that there are49

multiple ways the same agents in a given economy can coordinate. But it is well-50

known that in the presence of equilibrium multiplicity one can typically construct51

sunspot2 equilibria that randomize over them (Cass and Shell [1983] or Cole and Ke-52

hoe [1996]). In such equilibria, stochastic belief fluctuations can have real effects such53

as those outlined earlier.54

I show that this can be taken further in the case of long-term sovereign debt55

models with re-entry. Sunspot equilibria that exhibit the same self-fulfilling dynamics56

outlined above can be constructed that are not a randomization over a multiplicity57

of fundamental equilibria.58

This is done by treating the default event as a ‘trigger.’ The sovereign is punished59

for defaulting by collective coordination on the ‘bad’ sunspot, which implies low60

prices, high indebtedness, and overall lower welfare upon re-entry to credit markets.61

This increases the cost of defaulting in the ‘good’ sunspot, which in equilibrium62

delivers better prices than the sovereign could attain even the low-debt fundamental63

equilibrium.3 Equilibria like this can only be sustained when one allows for re-entry to64

capital markets, since only in this case can default serve as a trigger for coordination65

on poor prices.4 In this case, though, the distinct belief regimes have monotonicity66

properties not shared by distinct fundamental equilibria. This generates different67

policy and welfare implications, which I will explore in some depth.68

In my analysis, assumptions regarding off-equilibrium beliefs are neither required69

2A sunspot here is a non-fundamental source of uncertainty, i.e., it affects neither preferences nor technology.
3By ‘fundamental equilibrium’ here, I mean an equilibrium in which sunspots affect neither allocations nor prices
4Permanent exclusion has been interpreted as a trigger-strategy equilibrium as well e.g. Eaton and Gersovitz

(1981) or Cole et al. (1995), though more recent applied work (Arellano [2008], Hatchondo and Martinez [2009], or
Aguiar et al. [2016]) tends to treat exclusion and re-entry as a technology rather than a strategy.
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nor relevant. This is for a couple of reasons. First, there is no asymmetry of in-70

formation, so investors cannot glean information or infer anything relevant from off-71

equilibrium behavior. Second, in the case of equilibrium multiplicity, I maintain the72

assumption throughout that beliefs never shift to the other equilibrium. Belief fluc-73

tuations will only occur in the trigger-strategy sunspot equilibrium, wherein sunspot74

fluctuations are expected with some positive probability.75

The quantitative results reveal that fluctuations in beliefs are not a mere theoretical76

curiosity. I solve the model using off-the-shelf calibration of Chatterjee and Eyigungor77

(2012) adjusted only to incorporate more curvature in the flow utility until beliefs play78

a real role. In the benchmark trigger-strategy model, average spreads are roughly 67%79

higher (200 basis points) under pessimistic long-run beliefs. Pessimistic beliefs also80

induce a worsening of the fiscal situation, pushing the average debt-to-GDP ratio up81

by roughly 9% (5 percentage points). Bad fundamental shocks, on the other hand,82

tend to incentivize consolidation and deleveraging (Aguiar et al. [2016]).83

The model has interesting policy consequences for third party interventions. I84

consider explicitly the case when a third party such as a central bank or the IMF85

attempts to coordinate expectations to improve allocations. In the case of equilibrium86

multiplicity, I find that third party intervention can offer a Pareto improvement ex-87

ante but can also engender more default in certain high-debt states of the world. This88

occurs because default costs are lower in the ‘good equilibrium’ since the sovereign89

returns to markets that offer better prices on average. Thus, if the third party is90

considering an ex-post intervention during a debt crisis, it would damage legacy debt-91

holders by raising default frequencies and depressing the price of bonds they hold.92

Further, in the case of a trigger-strategy equilibrium, a Pareto-dominant coordi-93

nation is not even possible since the good belief regime is sustained by an unusually94
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high effective default cost, since default triggers a bad belief regime. Were a third95

party to try to coordinate on good beliefs all the time, the value of default would96

inevitably rise, and ‘good’ behavior would no longer be optimal on either side of the97

market.98

1.1. Related Literature99

The quantitative literature on sovereign debt has grown considerably in recent100

years. Aguiar and Gopinath (2006), Arellano (2008), and Mendoza and Yue (2012)101

among others have explored the numerical consequences of augmenting the classic102

model of Eaton and Gersovitz (1981) along various dimensions to match empirical103

instances of crises in emerging markets. Hatchondo and Martinez (2009), Chatter-104

jee and Eyigungor (2012), Aguiar et al. (2016), and Arellano and Ramanarayanan105

(2012) are just a few who further incorporate long-maturity debt into this canonical106

framework. This paper contributes to this literature by demonstrating that this class107

of models can react to a novel kind of belief shock.108

A number of other papers have formalized the possibility of belief shocks and109

equilibrium multiplicity in sovereign debt markets: Cole and Kehoe (1996, 2000)110

construct a model of liquidity-driven rollover crises; Aguiar et al. (2017) show that111

mixed-strategy equilibria can emerge in a similar model and can generate large spread112

volatility as well as debt buybacks. Roch and Uhlig (2018) explore conditions under113

which actuarially fair bailouts are welfare-improving during liquidity crises and how114

they change model dynamics. These classes of multiplicity, however, are static in115

nature, whereas the multiplicity described here is intrinsically dynamic, driven by a116

shift in long-run expectations rather than the immediate behavior of other agents.117

Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe (2016) find that some small open economy models exhibit118

multiple equilibria that can be interpreted as inefficient ‘underborrowing,’ though119
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their model is of private agents with flow financial constraints, not markets for long-120

term sovereign debt as I consider here. Auclert and Rognlie (2016) provide conditions121

to ensure a similar model with short-term debt exhibits a unique Subgame Perfect122

Equilibrium and Passadore and Xandri (2016) place bounds on the equilibrium set123

under alternative assumptions. Their results do not generalize to the environment124

in this paper because I allow for re-entry following default and consider the case of125

long-term debt.126

A closely related work is that of Lorenzoni and Werning (2019), who show that127

equilibrium multiplicity driven by fluctuations in long-run beliefs can arise in a model128

of long-term sovereign debt. There are number of distinctions between these works. I129

will highlight a couple here. First, their benchmark model assumes that the sovereign130

cannot control on which side of the ‘debt-Laffer curve’ (see Calvo [1988]) he is, i.e., a131

given primary deficit may be filled either by issuing low levels of debt at high prices132

or high levels of debt at low prices.5 In this work, the sovereign both has control133

over current debt issuance and behaves optimally, which is more in line with the134

quantitative branch of this literature (Aguiar et al. [2016]). Consequently he never135

issues on the bad side of the debt-Laffer curve. Second, re-entry is an important136

amplification channel in the model with sunspots since default triggers bad beliefs.137

Re-entry, and thus these dynamics, are absent in their model.138

My focus on re-entry dynamics and trigger-strategy equilibria distinguishes my139

work as well from the recent work of Aguiar and Amador (2018), who character-140

ize equilibrium multiplicity in a model of long-term sovereign debt without re-entry.141

They find, analytically, that default costs and relative sovereign impatience are nec-142

5Lorenzoni and Werning (2019) have an extension with an optimizing sovereign as well. I will explore the simi-
larities and differences in some depth in Section 3.2.
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essary ingredients. My results agree with this, as these are features of my model as143

well. Beyond their results, though, I find that increased concavity in the flow utility144

function can amplify real discrepancies across beliefs. This is an important point for145

applied researchers who may be interested in teasing out such discrepancies in the146

context of more general models.147

Increasing concavity via a subsistence level of consumption to generate more realis-148

tic debt and spread dynamics has already been done in some models of long-maturity149

debt e.g. Conesa and Kehoe (2014, 2017) or Bocola and Dovis (2016). None of these150

models, however, have used it as a tool to generate real responses to non-fundamental151

uncertainty. To help keep the model within the tradition already set by the literature,152

I will follow their lead and increase utility curvature via a consumption floor.153

Finally, the idea that beliefs are influenced by a default, which is a core compo-154

nent of the sunspot trigger-strategy equilibrium, is not a new one. Many authors155

have constructed models of asymmetric information in which default alters lenders’156

posterior beliefs, which in turn dissuades default (Cole and Kehoe [1998], Sandleris157

[2008], Phan [2017a,2017b], or Amador and Phelan [2018]). Others have argued that158

default often results in expected changes in governance, which could affect beliefs159

(Borensztein and Panizza [2009], Malone [2011], or Collard et al. [2016]).160

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 I exposit the model161

and discuss the solution technique. In Section 3 I explore the quantitative results. In162

Section 4 I discuss policy consequences. Section 5 concludes.163

2. Model164

In this section I describe a model of long-term sovereign debt and default that sub-165

sumes several of the standard quantitative sovereign default models in the literature.166
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The model is a superset of Chatterjee and Eyigungor (2012), which in turn subsumes167

the influential model of Arellano (2008). In particular, there is fundamental as well168

as non-fundamental uncertainty, i.e., sunspots, and more general preferences.169

I will describe the trigger-strategy sunspot equilibrium as the benchmark model170

since a multiplicity of fundamental equilibria can be uncovered in a model whose171

sunspot is designed to generate trigger-strategy equilibria,6 but not the other way172

around. Consequently, I can analyze both equilibrium multiplicity and trigger-strategy173

sunspot equilibria while keeping the exposition of the model succinct.174

Throughout the exposition of the model I will distinguish a random variable from175

its realization by placing a tilde over the former.176

177

2.1. Environment178

The model allows for four stochastic processes, three of which are fundamental.179

First, there is an endowment shock, y ∈ Y . It is assumed that Y is a discrete and finite180

set. There is also a continuous, iid shock to a subsistence level of consumption, m,181

whose mean is given by m̄. Its continuous and iid nature is employed in the solution182

technique (see Chatterjee and Eyigungor [2012]). Further, the additional parameter183

m̄ can be used to alter the willingness of the sovereign to undergo fiscal consolidation184

in the case of bad shocks. There is also an iid, binary shock that is drawn in states185

of default that governs re-entry with Bernoulli parameter πRE ∈ (0, 1). Following the186

literature e.g. Aguiar et al. (2016) I treat re-entry as a technology.187

In addition to the fundamental shocks, there is a nonfundamental sunspot shock,188

ξ ∈ Ξ, which has no impact on preferences or technology. I assume that the sunspot is189

6This is done simply by computing two distinct equilibria, neither of which depends on the sunspot.
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binary i.e. ξ ∈ {ξL, ξH} and that there is a symmetric transition probability, η < 1/2.190

The fact that the sunspot is not iid is quite important and will be discussed in more191

detail in the next section. In the benchmark model I will also assume that ξ is192

independent of all fundamental processes save the re-entry shock.7193

The sovereign borrower chooses how much to borrow from abroad, b′ ∈ B, and194

whether or not to default. Debt is in real terms, the interpretation being that this is195

debt issued in foreign currency. It is assumed that B is discrete and finite, that every196

element in it is non-negative, and that 0 ∈ B. He receives a flow utility, u(·) from197

consumption, which I assume is increasing and strictly concave. I also assume that198

absolute risk aversion is decreasing in consumption i.e. that lower consumption levels199

imply more local utility curvature.8 Debt is long-term and matures stochastically at200

a rate λ; in each period that it does not mature it pays a coupon κ.201

I will focus on Markov-Perfect Equilibria and so I can write the sovereign’s problem202

recursively. Taking as given the demand schedule for its debt from foreign investors,203

q(y, ξ, b′), the government solves the following Bellman, which is conditional on re-204

payment this period:205

V (y, ξ,m, b) = max
b′∈B

u(c−m) + βV(y, ξ, b′) (1)

s.t. c = y − [λ+ (1− λ)κ]b+ q(y, ξ, b′)[b′ − (1− λ)b]

I assume, as is standard in the literature, that if the sovereign faces an empty206

budget set, he must default. This is necessary under preferences featuring Inada207

conditions. The continuation value allows for default if it is ex-post optimal, and is208

7In Appendix B I relax this assumption and allow for correlation between the ξ and y.
8Many standard preferences have this feature, e.g., CRRA utility.
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thus given by209

V(y, ξ, b′) = E(ỹ,ξ̃,m̃)|(y,ξ)[max{V (ỹ, ξ̃, m̃, b′), X(ỹ)}]

I will denote the sovereign’s borrowing policy function by a(y, ξ,m, b).210

I assume that when the country defaults, it is excluded from credit markets for211

a spell, during which it further suffers some additive output loss, φ(y). During each212

period of this exclusion re-entry to credit markets occurs with probability πRE.213

Further, I assume that the sunspot process, ξ, is ‘killed’ or ‘reset’ by the default214

event. The interpretation of this is that default coordinates behavior, much like a215

trigger strategy in a repeated game. The coordination is not permanent, however,216

since the sunspot resumes its normal stochastic process following re-entry rather than217

acting as an absorbing state. This structure allows me to build the intuition of history-218

dependent dynamics into a stationary and recursive model.219

The resetting of Markov processes and its consequences for its unconditional dis-220

tribution has been studied in some depth in physics and statistics (Pakes [1997],221

Manrubia and Zanette [1999], Evans and Majumdar [2011], or Meylahn et al. [2015]).222

In particular, I assume that ξ is set to some deterministic level ξ̄ upon re-entry. After223

re-entry, ξ follows its standard Markov process.224

Under these assumptions, we can express the value of default as225

X(y) = u(y − φ(y)− m̄) + βEỹ,m̃|y[(1− πRE)X(ỹ − [m̃− m̄]) + πREV (ỹ, ξ̄, m̃, 0)]

(2)

Notice that, as in Chatterjee and Eyigungor (2012), during the first period of default226
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the sovereign faces the worst m̃ shock but experiences it as its normal stochastic227

process thereafter.9228

I assume that the sovereign borrows from a unit mass of short-lived, risk-neutral,229

deep-pocketed lenders that price default and dilution risk10 against some asset with230

a risk-free return, R. These lenders care about the endowment and confidence level231

today, since these objects provide information regarding their distribution tomorrow,232

and the level of borrowing today, b′, since indebtedness will also provide information233

regarding the default frequency tomorrow. Since the debt is long-term, they also care234

about the expected future price of their debt and thus about the degree to which the235

sovereign borrows tomorrow. The pricing recursion thus becomes236

q(y, ξ, b′) =
1

R
E(ỹ,ξ̃,m̃)|(y,ξ)

[
1{V (ỹ, ξ̃, m̃, b′) ≥ X(ỹ)} × (3)[

λ+ (1− λ)(κ+ q(ỹ, ξ̃, a(ỹ, ξ̃, m̃, b′)))
]]

2.2. Equilibrium Definition237

A Markov-Perfect Equilibrium is a set of functions V (y, ξ,m, b), a(y, ξ,m, b),238

X(y), and q(y, ξ, b′) such that239

1. V (y, ξ,m, b) satisfies Recursion 1 given X(y) and q(y, ξ, b′) and implies the bor-240

rowing policy function a(y, ξ,m, b)241

2. X(y) satisfies Recursion 2 given V (y, ξ,m, b)242

3. q(y, ξ, b′) solves Recursion 3 given V (y, ξ,m, b), X(y), and a(y, ξ,m, b)243

9It does not matter whether the m̃ shock is high or low following default. As explained in Chatterjee and Eyigungor
(2012), all that matters is that it is fixed. One can make default more or less costly conditional on any fixed value of
m upon default by instead adjusting the default cost parameters in φ(y).

10Dilution risk refers to the impact of future borrowing on secondary market prices conditional on repayment. See
Hatchondo et al. (2016) for details.
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A Sunspot Equilibrium (SE) is a Markov-Perfect Equilibrium in which sentiment244

shocks matter i.e. either V (y, ξL,m, b) 6= V (y, ξH ,m, b), a(y, ξL,m, b) 6= a(y, ξH ,m, b),245

or q(y, ξL, b) 6= q(y, ξH , b) for some (y,m, b) in the fundamental state space.11 A246

Markov Perfect Equilibrium that is not a Sunspot Equilibrium I will call a Funda-247

mental Equilibrium (FE).248

The benefit of the framework described here is that I can use the same model to249

explore both trigger-strategy SE and a multiplicity of FE. To compute the latter, I250

need only find distinct FEs that do not depend on the sunspot. Were I to consider a251

model in which the sunspot always followed its Markov process even following default252

I could only uncover a randomization over the latter. Both will be explored in Section253

3.254

2.3. Solution Approach255

I demonstrate the existence of sunspot equilibria and fundamental multiplicity by256

construction. Since the goal is not so much to match a particular empirical regularity257

but rather to highlight a general property of this class of models, for the benchmark258

model I will take nearly all of the parameters from an off-the-shelf model. I will then259

discuss the minor changes that need to be made to tease out such equilibria..12
260

In particular, I will take the parameterization of Chatterjee and Eyigungor (2012),261

who calibrate their model to Argentina during the late 1990’s. Their model is simply262

what was described in the last section as a fundamental equilibrium when utility is263

power with CRRA = γ and m̄ = 0. I make only one small change: I increase the264

curvature in the sovereign’s flow utility by allowing for m̄ > 0.13 If m̄ is not sufficiently265

11The ‘fundamental state space’ is the state space excluding the sunspot.
12For robustness, I provide an alternate parameterization in Appendix C that is calibrated to match Argentine

data.
13I also change the fundamental grid slightly to accommodate memory for the inclusion of the sunspot. In their
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large, then I cannot find equilibria in which beliefs have real effects using the method266

proposed in this paper.267

This feature implies that ceteris paribus the sovereign is more unwilling to cut268

consumption in the face of a shrinking budget set. Thus, he is more likely to borrow269

further in the face of a negative belief shock, which justifies lenders’ negative expec-270

tations. In the benchmark, I set m̄ = 0.65, which is less than output in every state271

of the world. I conduct a comparative static analysis to understand the consequences272

of altering this parameter and its important role in sustaining sunspot dynamics in273

Section 3.2.1.274

This paper is not the first to introduce subsistence consumption into this class275

of models. This non-homotheticity has been employed by Conesa and Kehoe (2014,276

2017) who use it for a similar purpose, i.e., encouraging ‘gambling for redemption,’277

in the face of negative shocks rather than delevering. Bocola and Dovis (2016) also278

find that such preferences improve the empirical fit of a similar model.279

The only other parameter is η. My treatment of beliefs as a sunspot does not280

suggest an immediate disciplining technique on their stochastic structure. In previous281

work (Stangebye [2015]), I identified the persistence of a similar regime to the average282

spread conditional on a given belief regime. But that identification strategy is quite283

model-specific and does not translate readily here. As such, I set η to 0.52% annually,284

which implies that a belief shock has the same probability as a 3-standard deviation285

negative endowment innovation. If the sunspot is not sufficiently persistent I cannot286

compute sunspot equilibria using the algorithm in this paper, but in Appendix E I287

consider alternate values of η and the results change only modestly.288

model, they increase the grid size to the memory limit for most computers for accuracy. In order to double the
state space, a reduction in the grid size is necessary for most machines. This change has no impact on the intuition.
Alternate grid sizes are explore in Appendix A.
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Table 1 has the model parameters for reference. As in Chatterjee and Eyigungor289

(2012), I assume that y = exp(z), where z and that z follows a mean-zero AR(1) that290

has been discretized with ρz = 0.949 and σz = .0271. I compute the equilibrium with291

|Y| = 1514 and |B| = 400. m is assumed to follow a normal distribution truncated292

two standard deviations above and below its mean, m̄. Finally, I assume that ξ̄ = ξL,293

i.e., a return to credit markets coincides with negative sentiments.294

Table 1: Benchmark Parameters

Parameter Value
R 1.01
σz 0.027
ρz 0.949
σm 0.003
γ 2
λ 0.05
κ 0.03
πRE 0.0385
β 0.954
φ0 -0.188
φ1 0.246
m̄ 0.65
η 0.0013
ξ̄ ξL

2.4. Algorithm295

One must be careful in their algorithm choice when attempting to uncover multi-296

plicity. Backward induction strategies such as those used by Hatchondo and Martinez297

(2009) that compute a stationary equilibrium as the limit of a finite-horizon econ-298

omy are an equilibrium refinement that are designed to rule out the interesting cases299

discussed in this paper. By construction they can only ever be used to arrive at one300

equilibrium, so they can never uncover equilibrium multiplicity.301

14Tauchen (1986) found that discretizations above 9 are good approximations to an AR(1). The consequences of
altering grid sizes are explored Appendix A.
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Further, they can never uncover sunspot equilibria of the sort described in this302

paper either. This is because sunspots only matter today because they forecast ex-303

pected differences in future default and borrowing behavior. But they cannot do this304

in any last period, thus the last period sunspot has no effects. Thus, default and bor-305

rowing behavior in the last period does not fluctuate with the sunspot. By induction,306

sunspots can never have an effect in any previous period.307

In order to compute multiplicity and sunspot equilibria I employ a variation of308

the iterative algorithm of Chatterjee and Eyigungor (2012), which involves partial309

smoothing.15 The general strategy is to jointly update the value and pricing functions,310

but to smooth the latter much more heavily than the former. Disparate initial guesses311

for the pricing function then direct us to one equilibrium or another.312

If attempting to uncover equilibrium multiplicity, I set the initial guess equal to313

zero everywhere to compute the first equilibrium, and then the risk-free rate every-314

where to compute the second. If attempting to uncover sunspot equilibria, I set the315

initial guess for the pricing functions to be the risk-free rate in one regime and zero in316

the other. The pricing function in each new iteration is a convex combination of the317

previous iteration and the updated lender no-arbitrage condition, with 99% weight318

placed on the former. The value function, in contrast, is not smoothed at all.319

This procedure may uncover equilibrium multiplicity or sunspot equilibria, though320

there is no guarantee that it will converge. In fact, there is no guarantee that this321

algorithm will even uncover fundamental equilibria since iterative algorithms are not322

contractionary for this class of models (see Chatterjee and Eyigungor [2012] or Aguiar323

et al. [2016]). Nevertheless, I find it to work well for the parameterizations under con-324

15By smoothing, I am referring to the convexification of updated iterations with current ones. Perfect smoothing
implies no updating across iterations while no smoothing implies full updating each iteration. Smoothing is often
used in solving this class of models, e.g., Aguiar et al. (2016).
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sideration here. Though this does imply that while computing a sunspot equilibrium325

definitionally verifies its existence, an inability to compute one does not imply its326

non-existence. While such an outcome could be a result of non-existence, it could327

simply reflect the insufficiency of the algorithm.328

It can be the case that the algorithm eventually wipes out any differences across the329

two belief regimes and arrives at a fundamental equilibrium. I found that increasing330

m̄ typically prevents this from happening for reasons I’ll discuss in more detail in331

Section 3.2.1.332

To ensure that the algorithm is not simply uncovering numerical errors, I set the333

sup-norm convergence tolerance to 1e−12, which is both machine precision given the334

order of magnitude of the implied value function and 1, 000, 000 times finer than the335

standard used in the literature.336

Interestingly, the pricing schedule which is initially better converges to the worse337

pricing schedule in equilibrium and vice versa. This is because dilution effects are338

strong: The regime which is initially ‘good’ at the start of the iterations, in the sense339

that it features better prices, generates a borrowing policy function that encourages340

high indebtedness, while the ‘bad’ regime discourages borrowing. Since the pricing341

functions are updated quite slowly, it does not change enough in subsequent iterations342

to significantly alter borrowing behavior. Consequently, slowly over time the pricing343

schedules cross as the market begins to accurately price the relatively stable borrowing344

policy. Thus, if a researcher is interested in computing the ‘bad’ equilibrium, their345

initial guess should actually be the risk-free rate; similarly, if she wants to compute346

the ‘good’ equilibrium, she should start from zero.347

2.4.1. Troubleshooting348

When the algorithm with no initial guess fails to converge, I find that increasing349
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σm, as suggested by Chatterjee and Eyigungor (2012), often fixes this issue. Alternate,350

nearby choices of η can also help, as can courser endowment discretizations.16 Once351

it has converged for a higher σm or alternate η, I find that using this equilibrium352

pricing function as an initial guess can often lead to convergence.17
353

3. Key Results354

For the parameters laid out in Table 1, I find that both a sunspot equilibrium355

and a multiplicity of fundamental equilibria exist. I will begin with a discussion356

of equilibrium multiplicity, since this is conceptually easier to understand for most357

readers. Then I will contrast these equilibria with the belief regimes in the sunspot358

equilibrium and describe some of the advantages of the sunspot specification.359

3.1. Multiplicity of Fundamental Equilibria360

Figure 1a plots the debt demand and defaults sets. Notice that for low debt levels,361

Fundamental Equilibrium 2 (FE2) admits lower yields than Fundamental Equilibrium362

1 (FE1). At high debt levels, though, the schedules cross each other.363

The reason for the shapes of these two price schedules is twofold. First, FE1364

implies higher yields for most levels of debt issuance because debt levels tend to be365

higher in FE1. This can be seen in the ergodic distributions in Figure 2 and in366

simulation moments in Table 2. Long-maturity debt prices in that a higher-debt367

ergodic distribution is where the sovereign will head eventually in FE1, regardless of368

what he issues today. Hence the discrepancy across yields at low debt levels of debt369

issuance where there is no immediate default risk.370

16In Appendix A, I explore and discuss the role of grid size in the computation.
17For instance, the benchmark sunspot equilibrium is first computed for η = .0016. This solution is then used as

an initial guess for the calibrated case of η = .0013. Multiplicity in the benchmark model converges with no issues.
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(a) Equilibrium Demand Functions at Average y (b) Default Policy at Average m

Figure 1: Equilibrium Multiplicity

Differences across equilibria also manifest themselves intuitively in the policy func-371

tions. But since those are quite similar to their SE counterparts, which I will discuss372

in considerable depth momentarily, for the sake of brevity I will not show them here.373

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Ergodic Distribution for Multiplicity: Debt and Spreads

The reason for the eventual crossing of the demand schedules can be seen in Figure374

1b, which displays the default sets. Both types default in the black region and both375

types repay in the white region, but there are two different gray regions: In the376
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Table 2: Key Model Moments

Moment FE1 FE2 SE ξL ξH With RO

Annual Default Frequency 4.1% 2.6% 4.0% 4.2% 2.5% 2.7%
Average Spread 4.9% 3.0% 4.7% 5.0% 3.0% 3.4%
Spread Volatility 5.7% 3.6% 5.5% 5.8% 3.7% 4.1%

Average Debt-to-GDP 0.60 0.53 0.59 0.60 0.55 0.51
Default Belief Share - - 0.0% - - 7.9%

σc/σy 1.06 1.04 1.05 1.06 1.04 1.02
σNX/y/σy 0.11 0.09 0.11 0.11 0.09 0.31

corr(NX/y, y) -0.46 -0.35 -0.43 -0.45 -0.36 -0.52
corr(r − rf , y) -0.72 -0.70 -0.70 -0.72 -0.70 -0.68

light-gray region, the sovereign defaults in FE1 but not FE2, and in the dark-gray377

region, the sovereign defaults in FE2 but not FE1. Notice that the light-gray regions378

occupy the default-repayment border with low debt levels and endowments while the379

dark-gray regions occupy this border for higher endowment and debt levels i.e. there380

is more default in high-debt states of the world in the “good” equilibrium. This has381

policy implications that will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.382

The reason for the non-monotonicity in the default sets is because the value of383

default fluctuates with beliefs. When the debt load is high, defaulting is less painful384

in FE2 than in FE1 because in the former when the sovereign eventually returns to the385

market he does so facing prices that are typically better. This tempts him to default386

more often in what is, at lower debt levels, the ‘good’ equilibrium and generates the387

non-monotonicity.388

Despite this non-monotonicity in the default sets, the simulation moments in the389

first two columns of Table 2 reveal that FE1 is clearly worse on average than FE2:390

The default frequency is higher, spreads are higher and more volatile, debt levels are391

higher, and consumption is more volatile. In fact, for all these reasons, in welfare392

terms FE1 is worse than FE2 in all states of the world. In those states when the393

sovereign defaults more often in FE2, it is only because the effective default cost is394
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also lower.395

3.2. Sunspot Equilibrium396

The benchmark calibration also admits a trigger-strategy Sunspot Equilibrium397

(SE). The equilibrium pricing function can be seen in Figure 3a. The green solid398

line is the ‘good’ regime (ξH) and the red dotted line is the ‘bad’ one (ξL). We can399

see that, at the average endowment, the sovereign receives a uniformly lower interest400

rate, i.e., better price in the good regime.18 This stands in contrast to the crossing of401

schedules FE1 and FE2 in the case of multiplicity and is true for every other y-state402

as well.403

(a) Equilibrium Demand Functions at Average y (b) Default Policy at Average m

Figure 3:

Just as was the case with multiplicity, Columns 4 and 5 in Table 2 reveal that404

the sovereign defaults more often, faces higher and more volatile spreads, and has a405

higher consumption volatility in the bad regime.19 The only salient difference with406

18Note a low price can be a good thing if the sovereign seeks to repurchase debt, but such repurchases are extremely
rare. In the benchmark model, they occur in only .3% of periods in which the sovereign has access to credit markets.
The sovereign almost always delevers by letting existing debt mature for reasons described by Bulow and Rogoff
(1988).

19Note that the SE tends to have averages that are closer to ξL than ξH even though the two regimes have symmetric
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the case of multiplicity is that the default set is now monotone across belief regimes,407

as can be seen in Figure 3b. This is because, ξL and ξH share a default value, since408

defaulting always triggers bad beliefs in its aftermath. Consequently, differences in409

repayment values translate directly to default behavior. This also implies that ξH410

borrowing is allowed to be a bit larger in some cases than FE2, a property that can411

be seen in Figure 4.412

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Ergodic Distribution: Debt and Spreads

The sovereign’s borrowing and consumption policies, which can be seen in Figure 5,413

also contribute to the malignancy of the ξL regime. Figure 5a reveals that a sovereign414

in the bad regime tends to borrow more and reaches a higher stationary debt level415

than a sovereign in the good regime, though the differences are less pronounced for416

debt levels beyond the implied stationary levels. In a comparative static exercise in417

Section 3.2.1, we will see that the tendency to lever up rather than delever in the face418

Markov switching probabilities. This is for two reasons. First, following a default, the sunspot is automatically set
to ξL, which increases the frequency of time spent in the bad regime to more than 50%. Second, spread variance
is much higher in ξL, and in the context of a sovereign default model, this goes hand-in-hand with more skewness,
since extreme realizations are always one-sided and in the right tail. When this regime is factored into averages, these
extreme realizations tend to bring up the average, which bring it relatively closer to ξL than ξH .
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of negative beliefs and worse prices is largely a product of greater curvature in the419

sovereign’s flow utility.420

(a) Borrowing Policy (b) Consumption Policy

Figure 5: Equilibrium Policy Functions at Average (y,m)

Levering up in the bad regime generates more dilution risk, which is defined as the421

depression of secondary market prices via more borrowing in the future conditional422

on repayment. Figure 3a reveals that dilution risk is a major contributor to the423

differences across regimes, as it was in the FE case, since the pricing schedules tend424

to differ the most at low debt levels where there is little immediate default risk but425

much dilution risk. Nevertheless, dilution risk is not necessary to sustain self-fulfilling426

dynamics. In Appendix D I compute sunspot equilibria with the long-term debt427

contracts proposed by Hatchondo et al. (2016), which eliminate dilution risk. These428

equilibria are sustained entirely be differences in default behavior across regimes.429

The levering up is not only because he gets worse prices, but also because he tends430

to consume more ceteris paribus, as can be seen in Figure 5b. This is true for many431

different initial debt levels and remains true across different output levels, though the432

latter are not featured in the interest of brevity. To see how this can be, I include the433

utility possibility set for a typical point in the state space in Figure 6. The x-axis in434
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this figure gives the flow utility and the y-axis the continuation value, which includes435

the discount factor. The UPS is traced out by different levels of debt issuance: More436

issuance reduces the continuation value but raises the flow utility. Since all curvature437

is incorporated into the axes themselves, the sovereign’s effective indifference curves438

are linear: In fact, the Bellman in Equation 1 implies that the slope is negative439

one. The points of tangency reveal the optimal behavior that determines the policy440

function.441

Figure 6: UPS at Average y and b/y

It is clear from the graph that despite a shrinking budget set and UPS, the sovereign442

finds it optimal to increase his flow utility in a shift from ξH to ξL, which can only443

be done if he is increasing his consumption. This is because his UPS flattens when it444

shrinks from ξH to ξL. This flattening is a consequence of the flow utility exhibiting445

much more curvature at the optimal point than the continuation value: A small shift446

from the original optimal point will imply a very steep flow marginal utility relative447
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to the marginal continuation value. Thus, the sovereign derives more overall utility448

after a shift in beliefs by trading future utility, which is relatively flat, for utility449

today, which is relatively steep.450

This ‘consumption boom’ feature is shared by Lorenzoni and Werning (2019). In451

an extension, they allow for consumption to respond to expectations in an optimizing452

way and find that in the ‘bad’ equilibrium with high borrowing and high spreads the453

sovereign consumes more for any given level of debt.454

The consumption policy function here, however, is quite different from their model.455

Here, it is decreasing in initial debt levels, whereas in their bad equilibrium it is456

increasing. This implies that the dynamics between our frameworks diverge after the457

initial shock: In their framework consumption continues to grow following a negative458

shift in beliefs until a default inevitably takes place. Here, consumption is eventually459

crushed back down by the heavier debt burden that eventually follows.460

3.2.1. A Typical Belief Shock461

To demonstrate this concretely, I construct generalized impulse-response functions462

in the vein of Koop et al. (1996) using Monte Carlo methods. As a measure of463

central tendency I use the conditional median rather than the conditional mean.464

This is because the ergodic distribution is quite skewed and so the median is a better465

description of what spreads ‘tend’ to look like.466

The results of this exercise for debt, spreads, and consumption can be found in467

Figure 7. The blue solid line shows, in percentage terms, the simulation median468

relative to what would have happened had the shift to ξL never occurred. The red469

line with x’s and the green dotted line show this same exercise for various nearby470

values of m̄ to help understand this impact of this parameter.471

The first panel shows that, on impact, debt levels diverge as a result of worse prices472
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and a mild initial jump in consumption: The sovereign in the bad regime begins to473

lever up gradually with debt levels being almost 10% higher 25 quarters later as a474

result of the sunspot shock. As debt levels increase over time, they push consumption475

down until it is lower than the initial point, which does not happen in the optimizing476

framework of Lorenzoni and Werning (2013).477

The effect is very persistent since the belief regimes are very persistent. But it478

is also increasing in m̄. The consumption response does not change much across m̄,479

but the additional curvature in the flow utility given the same consumption pattern480

implies a greater disutility, and thus propensity to default, in the face of such shocks481

as m̄ increases. This increases the spread response (Figure 7) and, in turn, increases482

debt issuance given roughly unchanging consumption behavior. This highlights the483

importance of increasing flow utility curvature in driving a divergence between the484

regimes and thus why it is helpful in uncovering non-fundamental dynamics in the485

first place.486

(a) (b)

Figure 7: Debt and Spread Impulse Responses: Shift to ξL at t = 0

If we compare this to an equally rare negative endowment shock we get that the487

effect is not quite as large but still substantial. Conditional on a switch to ξL the488
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average spread jumps from 2.86 percentage points to 5.18 percentage points, which is489

nearly double; conditional on a negative endowment innovation of equal unconditional490

probability, the average spread jumps from 2.63 percentage points to 8.02 points,491

which is more than triple. Thus, belief shocks in the benchmark model are not quite492

as strong as fundamental shocks but can still be massive in size.493

3.3. Relationship to Rollover Crises494

The last column in Table 2 also provides moments for the same economy subject495

rollover crises as described in Cole and Kehoe (1996) instead of the sunspot equilibria496

described in this paper. Rollover crises have become a standardardized way of incor-497

porating belief shocks into sovereign debt markets (see Conesa and Kehoe [2014] or498

Bocola and Dovis [2016]). To incorporate them, a couple of minor changes are nec-499

essary: First, the sunspot must be iid rather than persistent; it serves to determine500

which of the static equilibria the economy coordinates on in the event of a rollover cri-501

sis. Second, the timing must change, such that the sovereign’s debt issuance decision502

is made before his default decision. For a detailed description of these changes, see503

Chatterjee and Eyigungor (2012), as I apply their modifications to this environment504

directly. All parameters are the same with the exception of the sunspot distribution,505

which becomes an iid Bernoulli with parameter p = 0.2, as in Aguiar et al. (2016) i.e.506

if the economy is at a point in the state space in which there is static multiplicity,507

the probability that it coordinates on the default equilibrium is 20%.508

Notice that sunspots serve a different purpose here than in the benchmark. A509

sunspot shift can cause the sovereign to default or repay based on its realization, but510

unlike the benchmark model, it can never affect consumption or borrowing decisions511

conditional on repayment. Thus, we would never see the ‘consumption boom’ effect512

described in Figure 6.513
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Several striking differences reveal themselves in Table 2. As expected, the potential514

for rollover crises causes the sovereign to delever substantially to get out of the ‘crisis515

zone’ in which static multiplicity exists. This is a substantive difference from the SE516

in the benchmark model, in which belief shifts cause the sovereign to do the opposite,517

i.e., weakly lever up.518

The delevereaging associated with rollover crises puts debt levels lower than either519

FE. Despite this, the default frequency, and thus the average spread and spread520

volatility, fall between the two FE. This is because rollover crises, which are a type521

of default, can occur at lower debt levels than the sort of fundamental defaults of the522

benchmark model.523

Finally, there is a difference in Row 5, which gives the share of defaults that would524

not have happened if the sunspot had taken its other value. In the model with rollover525

crises this is the share of liquidity-driven defaults and is 7.9%; the other 92.1% are526

fundamental in the sense that they would occur for any set of beliefs. In contrast,527

in the benchmark model this share is approximately zero, which implies that on the528

simulation path a negative belief shock itself never actually causes default.20 Instead,529

the belief shock tilts the trajectory of debt levels upward, causing more fundamental530

defaults in later periods.531

There is another potentially interesting similarity between the benchmark model532

and rollover crises. Bocola and Dovis (2016) show that in response to rollover crises,533

the sovereign tends to lengthen its maturity to avoid the liquidity risk. In this model,534

we know that there are some states of the world in which the sovereign enjoys the535

presence of belief shocks. Thus, in a model of endogenous maturity, there may be some536

20Note that because there is a continuous preference shock, there must be some points in the state space where
a negative belief shock directly impacts default. It is simply that this region is so small that its mass in the ergodic
distribution is approximately zero to the precision in this table.
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states of the world in which the sovereign may be inclined to lengthen its maturity537

to ensure that equilibria like this exist. Thus, going long in response to the presence538

of belief shocks could be a robust response across types of belief shocks. Of course a539

proper treatment of endogenous maturity would be required to verify this and that540

is beyond the scope of this work.541

4. Policy Discussion542

Since beliefs can have real effects, there could be room for a large third-party543

actor to coordinate beliefs through liquidity provision such as the US intervention in544

Mexico’s 1994-1995 Tequila crisis, the European Central Bank’s Outright Monetary545

Transactions Program in 2012, or any IMF intervention. This is a point that has been546

made by many authors, such as Calvo (1988), Cole and Kehoe (1996), and Roch and547

Uhlig (2018) among others.548

This generally works under the following assumptions:549

1. The third party is deep-pocketed.550

2. The third party does not suffer from the limited commitment problems that the551

sovereign does.552

3. The third party is interested in coordinating on Pareto-improving allocations.553

In the context of this model and under these assumptions, one can interpret liquidity554

provision as follows: The third party offers the sovereign a pricing schedule that555

corresponds to a Markov Perfect Equilibrium. Since, conditional on a pricing function,556

the sovereign’s behavior is uniquely determined (see Chatterjee and Eyigungor [2012]),557

the sovereign will act as in that equilibrium. As a consequence, private lenders will558

purchase the sovereign’s debt at that same equilibrium price and the third party will559

not actually need to.560
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One could imagine other sorts of third-party intervention, such as only promising561

to intervene in certain states of the world. And indeed, such intervention may in562

fact be beneficial if conducted appropriately. However, if it changes the equilibrium563

dynamics, it will also have the feature that it will at some point in the state space564

be triggered and real resources will be demanded of the third party. This is because565

the sovereign must at some point issue debt that lenders are unwilling to purchase,566

otherwise markets would clear and the allocation would constitute an equilibrium.567

Consequently, a trade-off analysis would be required in the evaluation of such policies,568

weighing the benefits versus the cost of intervention. The advantage of thinking569

about liquidity provision in the framework described here is that the cost of funds570

is only relevant insofar as it affects third-party commitment since, much like deposit571

insurance, it is never actually called on.572

Though such programs are often advocated in the face of perceived coordination573

failures, the benchmark model suggests that such programs could be limited in their574

usefulness, both in the SE and in the case of equilibrium multiplicity.575

In the case of the benchmark SE, this is because a third-party could not coordinate576

expectations on the good belief regime indefinitely, though it would indeed want to577

since default frequencies are lower and welfare is higher (see Figure 3b and associated578

discussion). This is because the very existence of the good regime is predicated on579

the bad regime being used as a trigger to raise the effective default cost and dissuade580

default, which raises welfare. In other words, the good regime could not exist without581

its bad counterpart.582

In the case of multiple FE, the issue arises that, for reasons discussed in Section583

3.1, the default sets are not nested. For instance, were the third party to coordinate584

on FE2 (refer to Figure 1) it would succeed in bringing down the average default fre-585
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quency; however, for high levels of indebtedness e.g. during debt crises, the sovereign586

would default more often in FE2 than in FE1.587

This matters for some interventions. The sovereign always does prefer FE2; he588

occasionally defaults more in this equilibrium because his his effective cost to default-589

ing is lower. Ex-ante, risk-neutral lenders are indifferent across equilibria since prices590

are competitive. So in principle the third party could secure a Pareto improvement591

with this policy tool in the multiple equilibria case. However, if the third party is592

considering an ex-post intervention in a high-debt state of the world e.g. a crisis,593

they may well damage legacy debt-holders by increasing the default frequency, which594

depresses the price of the debt they hold. An example of a set of states in which this595

would be the case would be the neighborhood of the average endowment shocks with b596

above roughly 0.7, a region which has non-trivial mass in the ergodic distribution. An597

ex-post intervention in a state from this set would not feature a Pareto improvement.598

5. Conclusion599

In this paper I explored the potential for belief shocks in a quantitative model of600

long-term sovereign debt and found that they can be quantitatively large. They can601

manifest themselves either through equilibrium multiplicity or via trigger-strategy602

sunspot equilibria. The model also suggests that a well-intentioned third-parties603

attempting coordinate on good outcomes may face non-trivial obstacles.604

There is much room for further work. A more robust algorithm for the computa-605

tion of these equilibria would be illuminating, since it would more precisely outline606

the parameterizations under which such equilibria can exist. An exploration of the607

potential for such dynamics in other similar markets, such as the market for commer-608

cial paper, municipal debt, or consumer credit, is also in order. Finally, a strategy609
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for robustly identifying such shocks empirically could be quite useful to policymakers,610

though this last advance would be particularly challenging.611
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Appendix A. Grid-Size Comparison718

Here, I explore the grid sizes for which an SE can be computed. Recall in the719

benchmark we have |Y| = 15 and |B| = 400. There is also a continuously distributed720
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iid shock that can be interpreted either as a preference shock or an endowment shock.721

I find that it is difficult to compute any equilibrium, fundamental or otherwise, as722

we scale up |Y|. This issue seems related to additional curvature I impose to gen-723

erate multiplicity rather than a disappearance of the strategic complementarities, as724

I cannot even compute fundamental equilibria in this region. Less curvature with725

finer output grids generates more robust convergence (see Chatterjee and Eyigungor726

[2012]), but generally multiplicity and sunspot equilibria disappear (in the sense that727

I cannot compute them using the same strategies outlined in this work). It is worth-728

while noting again that an inability to compute sunspot equilibria, or any equilibrium729

for that matter, does not imply their non-existence. While non-existence may be the730

case, it only directly speaks to the insufficiency of the algorithm proposed to find731

them.732

Table A.1: Results: |Y| = 9

Moment ξH (|B = 200|) ξL (|B = 200|) ξH (|B = 400|) ξH (|B = 600|)
Annual Default Frequency 2.6% 6.4% 2.6% 2.6%

Average Spread 3.2% 7.6% 3.1% 3.1%
Spread Volatility 3.5% 6.6% 3.5% 3.5%

Average Debt-to-GDP 0.63 0.72 0.64 0.64
σc/σy 1.04 1.07 1.04 1.04

σNX/y/σy 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10
corr(NX/y, y) -0.33 -0.39 -0.34 -0.34
corr(r − rf , y) -0.76 -0.83 -0.76 -0.76

We can compute them for a range of |Y| less than the benchmark, though. Further,733

fixing a fairly coarse |Y|, it is easy to compute an SE for a range of |B|. Table A.1734

gives the sample moments for a range of different |B| for the case when |Y| = 9 but735

all other parameters are as in the benchmark. For these configurations, multiplicity736

also exists and behaves as it does in the benchmark. For the higher |B| cases, for737

brevity I only provide the ξL regime since there is no substantive difference with the738
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low |B| case. Table A.1 reveals clearly that an SE is present with these alternate grid739

sizes and behaves as in the benchmark.740

While Tauchen (1986) argues an approximation with |Y| = 9 is sufficiently fine741

as to serve as a decent numerical approximation for many DSGE models, I find that742

model moments differ non-trivially from the benchmark. This is likely because the743

relevant risk is default, which is rare but devastating; small changes in the probability744

of default-inducing shocks across grid sizes likely have a large impact on prices and745

thus behavior. Fortunately, though, the differences are only in degree and not kind.746

Unlike the cases explored by Hatchondo et al. (2010), the cyclical behavior of relevant747

variables never flips from the benchmark.748

Appendix B. Correlated Sunspots749

I consider here the consequences of allowing for the sunspot to be correlated with750

fundamental shocks. In particular, I assume that negative belief shocks tend to be751

correlated with negative endowment shocks. Under this assumption, I show that752

Sunspot Equilibria still exist and can be computed.753

To allow for plausible correlation, I treat the sunspot and endowment process as754

discrete approximations to a bivariate normal distribution with a ρξy = 0.5. The grid755

sizes are as in the benchmark, but under this assumption negative belief shocks tend756

to coincide with negative endowment shocks.757

Figure B.1 gives the demand schedules for the sunspot equilibrium and Figures758

B.2 give event studies. It is clear that belief shocks continue to play a role under this759

assumption. The spread and debt response is quantitatively similar to the benchmark;760

statistically, they are indistinguishable even at a simulation length of 1.5 million761

periods. This is likely because changes in beliefs are rare events and the correlation762
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Figure B.1: Equilibrium Demand Functions at Average y: ρξy 6= 0

is contemporaneous. Consequently, a negative shock to beliefs puts upward pressure763

on the debt to output ratio, but has little discernible impact on the distribution over764

future states, which in equilibrium governs the sovereign’s current budget set.765

(a) (b)

Figure B.2: Debt and Spread Impulse Responses: Shift to ξL at t = 0

It ought to be noted that self-fulfilling dynamics are harder to sustain if a negative766

belief shock is correlated with a positive fundamental shock. Such equilibria cannot767
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be computed using the algorithm described in this paper; perhaps because they do768

not exist. This may be because a negative belief shock, which would have a negative769

effect on prices, tends to be accompanied by a good fundamental shock that reduces770

the debt-to-output ratio. Since lingering indebtedness is a key channel through which771

these belief shocks are transmitted, this may kill the self-fulfilling dynamics before772

they even start. Fundamental equilibria can be computed and correspond to those de-773

scribed in Section 3 since parameters are the same and the sunspot and its correlation774

with fundamental shocks are irrelevant in any fundamental equilibrium.775

Appendix C. Alternate Parameters: Calibration to776

Argentina777

In the benchmark model, nearly all of the parameters are chosen from an off-the-778

shelf model of long-maturity sovereign debt, namely Chatterjee and Eyigungor (2012).779

This is because the primary goal of this paper is not to match a specific historical780

episode, but rather to highlight a general property of an increasingly common class781

of models. Admittedly, the benchmark model will deliver counterfactual predictions782

along some dimensions.783

I show here that sunspot equilibria can still exist and be computed even if model784

parameters are re-calibrated to match some empirical moments, but also that this is785

not always the case. To do so I provide two examples.786

I match the model to Argentina from 1993:Q1-2001:Q4. Over this period, the787

average external debt-to-GDP ratio was 0.7, the average spread was 8.2%, and the788

spread volatility was 4.4%.21 In the first calibration, I match the first two moments789

of these moments by altering β and φ0. I keep φ1 as it was in the benchmark. In the790

21Statistics reported in Chatterjee and Eyigungor (2012); originally derived from JP Morgan EMBI Database.
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second calibration, I match all three moments by adding φ1 to the list of calibrated791

parameters. These calibrations and their implied model moments can be found in792

Table C.1.793

Table C.1: Alternate Parameters

Parameter Calibration 1 Target Calibration 2 Target
β 0.92774 Average Spread = 8.2% 0.951 Average Spread = 8.2%
φ0 -0.18945 Average B/Y = 0.70 .378 Average B/Y = 0.70
φ1 0.25 Non-targeted -0.340 Spread Volatility = 4.5%

In order to match these targets, I must also change the endowment process. In the794

benchmark model, the endowment process was taken from Chatterjee and Eyigungor795

(2012), who estimated the process on Argentine output data from 1980-2001 and who796

assumed that m̃ was a part of the output process. Here, I assume instead that m̃797

is a preference shock. This implies slightly different values for the output process.798

In particular, ρy = 0.930139 and σε = 0.027092 (see footnote 23 in Chatterjee and799

Eyigungor [2012]). The preference shock remains a truncated normal with σm set800

to its lowest value for which convergence can be achieved. In this case, this implies801

σm = 0.008.802

Table C.2: Moments Across Parameterizations

Moment Benchmark Calibration 1 Calibration 2 (Fundamental Eq’m)
Annual Default Frequency 4.0% 6.4% 6.3%

σc/σy 1.05 1.10 1.00
σNX/y/σy 0.11 0.09 0.25

corr(NX/y, y) -0.43 -0.61 0.12
corr(r − rf , y) -0.70 -0.74 0.18

Table C.2 gives the implied moments for these parameterizations relative to the803

benchmark model. These figures give us a sense of why we might want to consider804

two parameterizations: First, Calibration 1 admits a sunspot equilibrium that can805

be solved for using the algorithm in this paper while Calibration 2 does not. We806
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will return to why this is momentarily. Second, when we fully match all moments807

(Calibration 2), we wind up with reverse curvature in the default costs i.e. it is808

cheaper to default in good times and most defaults occur in good times. This results809

in net exports and spreads that are pro-cyclical, which is starkly counterfactual for810

most emerging markets, including Argentina.811

The reason for this is because adding subsistence consumption naturally increases812

spread volatility since it encourages deficit borrowing even in the face of poor intertem-813

poral terms of trade. In the benchmark model, this effect generates spread volatility814

that is far too high. Default cost curvature is another common way of increasing815

spread volatility since it serves this same purpose: Default becomes much more likely816

and less costly in bad times and thus the sovereign is comfortable borrowing in bad817

times despite the lower prices.818

In order to offset the excess volatility caused by adding utility curvature, the819

moment-matching algorithm reduces the default cost curvature while keeping the820

average level i.e. difference between φ0 and φ1 roughly the same. To match the data,821

the algorithm must go so far as to flip the curvature entirely, which discourages deficit822

borrowing.823

But a willingness to engage in deficit borrowing is a key element in the self-fulfilling824

dynamics associated with sunspot activity. Thus we find, not surprisingly, that825

sunspot equilibria cannot be found under Calibration 2 using the algorithm described826

in this paper.827

Calibration 1 is more reasonable. It maintains default cost curvature, which is828

necessary for well-behaved equilibrium dynamics (see Arellano [2008]), by fixing this829

value to that of the benchmark model. The average spread is exactly matched, as is830

the debt ratio. Spread volatility as a target is ignored, which implies a value of 6.5%.831
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While this value is higher than our target and indeed on the higher side for most832

emerging markets, there are countries that come close to it. For instance, Ukraine833

from 2000-2008 features a spread volatility of 5.7%, which is much higher than the834

Argentine sample and fairly close to the model.22 And the real, dollar-valued growth835

process of Ukraine in this period is quite similar to its Argentine counterpart in the836

1990’s.23 Further, the average Ukrainian spread at this time was 5.9%, which is837

actually lower than the Argentine sample used in the calibration, which implies that838

high volatility does not necessarily require abnormally high spreads.839

This model behaves much more like a standard model in this vein, with counter-840

cyclical net exports and spreads. In fact, these relationships are much stronger than841

they are in the benchmark. Also, in this more plausible model, sunspot equilibria842

exist. In fact, Calibration 1 in Table C.2 gives figures for a sunspot equilibrium. The843

yield schedules can be seen in Figure C.1.24
844

This sunspot equilibrium behaves very similarly to the benchmark with one promi-845

nent exception: Yield discrepancies across sunspot regimes are larger in the region of846

debt issuance from about [.4, .65]. The reason why can be seen in the policy functions847

in Figure C.2, which reveals that this is the region in which more borrowing takes848

place in the bad regime than the good regime. Thus, expected debt accumulates849

more rapidly in the bad regime, but only in this region, which dilutes the price of850

a long-term bond and raises yields. Since borrowing behavior converges once debt851

levels get high enough, though, the yield discrepancy eventually collapses. It remains852

22This figure, much like the Argentine benchmark, is taken from the JP Morgan EMBI Global Database from
Thomson Reuters Datastream. The window is the earliest for which the data is available and the country had access
to credit markets.

23See Gu and Stangebye (2018).
24Technically in this model, beliefs are positive upon re-entry i.e. ξ̄ = ξH . Since this shock is non-fundamental,

there is no way to force ξ̄ to be one regime or another, and in this case the algorithm discovered an equilibrium in
which the good regime is associated with re-entry.
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Figure C.1: Equilibrium Demand Functions at Average y: Calibration 1

positive, though, because a sovereign in bad regime faces worse prices overall and is853

thus mildly more likely to default in all states of the world due to a mildly higher854

cost of debt service everywhere.855

(a) (b)

Figure C.2: Calibrated Model: Policy Functions
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Appendix D. Alternative, No-Dilution Contracts856

Debt dilution plays an important role in the benchmark model. To clarify that

role, I solve the model under an alternative debt contract specification, namely that

proposed in Hatchondo et al. (2016). In this specification, existing lenders are com-

pensated for debt dilution i.e. if new issuance of sovereign debt depresses the bond’s

price, they are paid the differential. In particular, conditional on the sovereign not

defaulting and in addition to promised coupons and maturing debt, lenders receive

an additive payment given by

C(y, ξ, b, b′) = max{0, q(y, ξ, (1− λ)b)− q(y, ξ, b′)}

Hatchondo et al. (2016) use these contracts to explore the role played by dilution in857

standard sovereign default model with long-term debt. They argue that such contracts858

maintain the long-term nature of the debt contract while eliminating dilution risk.859

I solve the benchmark model with these alternative contracts. Interestingly, sunspot860

equilibria survive. Figure D.1 provides the equilibrium debt demand functions across861

sunspot regimes in terms of annualized bond yields. As in the benchmark, we have862

one regime that gets uniformly lower borrowing costs than the other and for the same863

reasons. Unlike the benchmark, there is virtually no difference across regimes for low864

debt levels. This is because the only substantive risk to creditors at low debt levels865

is debt dilution, which these contracts obviate. Nevertheless, it is still the case that866

in the bad regime, worse prices induce the sovereign to default more often, which867

justifies the worse prices, just as in the benchmark.868

Table D.1 provides the moments for these equilibria.25 It is clear from the table869

25Note that it is possible for average spreads to be below the default frequency since lenders receive additional
compensation under these new contracts.
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Figure D.1: Demand Functions in the No-Dilution Case when m̄ = 0.7

that these contracts have the same effect in this model as they do in the model of870

Hatchondo et al. (2016): By eliminating dilution risk, debt becomes less costly to871

service for the sovereign. Consequently, he winds up defaulting less often, which fur-872

ther reduces debt service costs. The first two columns in Table D.1 give the moments873

across sunspot regimes for the benchmark parameters. The differences across regimes874

in this case are non-zero and orders of magnitude larger than the convergence toler-875

ance, but they are also quite small. The comparatively small differences in Table D.1876

highlight the importance of dilution risk in generating sizeable belief shocks in the877

benchmark model.878

I find that increasing the flow utility curvature mildly generates a larger difference879

between the belief regimes. This case is given in the last two columns of the table.880

The only substantive difference here is that, unlike the benchmark model, there is881

essentially no change in the debt levels across regimes. This is not inconsistent with882

the intuition outlined in the benchmark model, though: It is not required that the883
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Table D.1: No-Dilution Contract: Moments Across Sunspot Regimes

Moment ξH (m̄ = 0.65) ξL (m̄ = 0.65) ξH (m̄ = 0.7) ξL (m̄ = 0.7)
Annual Default Frequency 0.43% 0.46% 0.18% 0.36%

Average Spread 0.10% 0.11% 0.04% 0.09%
Spread Volatility 0.43% 0.46% 0.22% 0.44%

Average Debt-to-GDP 0.42 0.42 0.31 0.31
σc/σy 1.04 1.04 1.01 1.01

σNX/y/σy 0.12 0.13 0.10 0.10
corr(NX/y, y) -0.22 -0.22 0.00 -0.03
corr(r − rf , y) -0.27 -0.28 -0.23 -0.28

sovereign lever up in face of bad beliefs, but only that he does not delever too much.884

An alternative way to eliminate dilution risk is to solve the model with short-term885

debt. In the benchmark model with short-term debt no sunspot equilibria can be886

computed using the algorithm in this paper, however, if we increase the curvature887

in the sovereign utility function they can be uncovered and behave similarly to the888

no-dilution contract. The results are in Table D.2, which reveals that the quantitative889

differences across regimes are minuscule. This is likely why such equilibria cannot be890

computed for the benchmark parameters and reinforces the importance of dilution891

risk in sustaining quantitatively relevant sunspot activity.26
892

Table D.2: Short-Term Debt: Moments Across Sunspot Regimes

Moment ξH (m̄ = 0.70) ξL (m̄ = 0.70)
Average Spread 0.029% 0.031%
Spread Volatility 0.247% 0.251%

Average Debt-to-GDP 0.375 0.372
σc/σy 1.00 1.00

σNX/y/σy 0.09 0.09
corr(NX/y, y) 0.05 0.05
corr(r − rf , y) -0.19 -0.20

It is worth noting that the finding of sunspot activity in the short-term debt893

26If we change parameters to try to increase default risk, such as reducing sovereign patience, our ability to compute
sunspot equilibria in the model with short-term debt again disappears.
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case does not contradict the findings of Auclert and Rognlie (2016), who describe894

conditions under which the Markov equilibrium is unique. Their result critically895

relies on the assumption of permanent exclusion following default and the ability of896

the sovereign to save. Neither of these important assumptions, nor several of their897

minor ones, such as a continuous debt space, are present in the exercise here.898

Appendix E. Comparative Static Across η899

Here, I consider alternate values of the sunspot switching probability. It is neces-900

sary that they all be relatively small since persistence is important in the equilibrium901

dynamics, but sunspot equilibria can be computed for many different values. Here, I902

compute them when the regime switch is 1% annually and 1% quarterly and compare903

them to the benchmark. Note that in order to compute them I must raise the value904

of σm from .003 to .008; without doing so, the algorithm will not only not converge905

to a sunspot equilibrium, but it will not even converge to a fundamental equilibrium.906

This slightly affects the moments, but not the model’s qualitative properties.907

Figure E.1 shows the equilibrium demand schedules. I plot demand for both ξL908

and ξH at the average endowment level. While there is not necessarily a monotone909

relationship in the shape of the yield schedules and η, it is clear that sunspots have910

real effects in all cases since there are large divergences in the pricing schedules across911

values of ξ.912

Figure E.2 gives the generalized impulse response across η. The dynamics are very913

similar to the benchmark, though again the non-monotonicity in η re-appears.914

Appendix E.1. Limiting Outcomes915

Here, we solve the model for very small values of η and find that even as η ap-916

proaches zero sunspot equilibria can still be computed. This is because while beliefs917
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Figure E.1: Equilibrium Demand Functions Across η

themselves almost never shift, a default triggers a shift in beliefs i.e. we are ap-918

proaching the limiting case in which the recursive Markov equilibrium becomes a919

history-dependent trigger-strategy equilibrium.920

Figure E.3 gives the equilibrium demand functions for both values of ξ for several921

small values of η. As before, for each value of η I plot the demand functions for both922

ξL and ξH at the average endowment. It is clear that there is virtually no difference923

across these equilibria as η shrinks, since almost all of the equilibrium dynamics are924

generated by a belief shift following a default rather than an exogenous shift in beliefs,925

since the former is orders of magnitude more likely.926

This is particularly interesting because in the limit only one of the belief regimes927

converges to a fundamental equilibrium. As η is shrunk below our convergence toler-928

ance (1e−6), the ξL regime becomes a fundamental equilibrium to that same tolerance.929

The ξH regime, on the other hand, does not. Instead, as η shrinks closer and closer to930

zero the sup-norm gap in the equilibrium conditions remains in the neighborhood of931
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(a) (b)

Figure E.2: Debt and Spread Impulse Responses: Shift to ξL at t = 0

0.08, well above 1e−6. Thus, the ξH regime is converging to a set of value and policy932

functions that do not themselves constitute a fundamental equilibrium but instead933

are sustained by the trigger of coordination on bad beliefs following a default event.934

This demonstrates concretely that sunspot equilibria in the benchmark model are not935

a randomization over equilibrium multiplicity.936
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Figure E.3: Equilibrium Demand Functions as η → 0
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